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Internet of )ings (IoT) is the development and extension of computer, Internet, and mobile communication network and other
related technologies, and in the new era of development, it increasingly shows its important role. To play the role of the Internet of
)ings, it is especially important to strengthen the network communication information security system construction, which is an
important foundation for the Internet of )ings business relying on Internet technology. )erefore, the communication protocol
between IoT devices is a point that cannot be ignored, especially in recent years; the emergence of a large number of botnet and
malicious communication has seriously threatened the communication security between connected devices. )erefore, it is
necessary to identify these unknown protocols by reverse analysis. Although the development of protocol analysis technology has
been quite mature, it is impossible to identify and analyze the unknown protocols of pure bitstreams with zero a priori knowledge
using existing protocol analysis tools. In this paper, wemake improvements to the existing protocol analysis algorithm, summarize
and learn from the experience and knowledge of our predecessors, improve the algorithm ideas based on the Apriori algorithm
idea, and perform feature string finding under the idea of composite features of CFI (Combined Frequent Items) algorithm. )e
advantages of existing algorithm ideas are combined together to finally propose a more efficient OFS (Optimal Feature Strings)
algorithm with better performance in the face of bitstream protocol feature extraction problems.

1. Introduction

As the global economy continues to develop, the impact of
scientific and technological advances on the daily lives of
people around the world is gradually increasing. )e In-
ternet of )ings (IoT) technology, which is derived from the
advancement of science and technology, has also been de-
veloped significantly and has been applied in various industries
around the world.)e Internet of)ings (IoT) has emerged in
the context of information technology development, and its
degree of development has been influenced by the processing
power of information technology in the information age [1–4].
)e popularization and development of IoT technology mark
the comprehensive and integrated development of network
information technology for the whole human race, which has
laid a solid hardware foundation for the complete intercon-
nection of all countries around the world.

IoT technology is characterized by a major shift in the
mode of accessing and applying information among people,
as well as a gradual change and subversion of people’s be-
havioral patterns such as clothing, food, housing, and
transportation [5–8]. Especially, in the fields of smart home,
autonomous driving, and health care, IoT is already quietly
changing people’s lifestyles and will even have a further
impact on all details of human life in the future [9–12]. It is
worth everyone’s attention that despite the good prospects
and speed of development of IoT technology in developing
and developed countries around the world in recent years,
cybersecurity issues between IoTdevices are frequent, which
can have a certain impact on the global economic and
technological development [13, 14].

As economic globalization continues, network com-
munication technology has turned the whole world into a
global village. Currently, the number of Internet users
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worldwide has exceeded 5 billion, which shows that Internet
devices are essential in everyone’s daily life, and commu-
nication protocols play a very important role as a bridge for
data communication between networked devices, so the
classification and identification of these communication
protocols has been a popular topic. Moreover, various
network security incidents have appeared in people’s view
recently, and the endless malicious network attacks have
brought a lot of economic losses and psychological panic to
people [15, 16]. Whether the communication security of the
network can be ensured is related to the fundamental in-
terests of individuals, enterprises, and the country. It is
significant to carry out reasonable and effective network
maintenance and network regulation at this time [17–19].
)erefore, it is necessary to analyze and identify the un-
known protocols in the network in order to better regulate
the network security.

)e three basic elements of network protocols are se-
mantics, syntax, and timing. )e inference of the protocol
message format and the determination of its field contents
belong to the protocol syntax analysis [20]. )e analysis and
extraction of protocol syntax is the basis of protocol analysis
and identification. It requires analysis of the control state-
ments of protocol messages and extraction of the protocol
semantics based on data mining and sequence ratio
methods. )e purpose of protocol syntax rule inference is to
build a logical model of the protocol syntax, focusing on the
intrinsic logical relationships between protocol messages.
How protocols interact must follow certain syntax rules.

Analyzing the role of network protocol specifications in
the field of network regulation can help us to obtain in-
formation about the network traffic in the target network
[21, 22]. By classifying the traffic generated by these pro-
tocols, network usage can be identified, network expansion
plans can be developed, and bandwidth for specific protocols
can be controlled. Protocol analysis can provide useful in-
formation to firewalls and intrusion detection prevention
systems to help analyze network vulnerabilities and thus
prevent and detect unknown attacks.

)e bitstream protocol format analyzer works at the
bottom of the network environment, analyzing the content
of the acquired bitstream protocol data in real time by
parsing the data and analyzing the protocol format. )e
current network protocol analysis method, with the huge
number of analyzed protocol frames and the complexity of
the data frames themselves, can take a long time for the
algorithm to run, and how to optimize the algorithm is a
research direction that needs to be continuously studied.

In general, the rapid development of IoT has brought us
some opportunities and challenges, and the security of
communication between IoT devices is now the biggest
challenge; specifically, there are still a lot of defects about the
unknown protocol analysis. When processing a large
number of protocols, the complexity of data processing is
large and the system response speed is still slow and needs to
be optimized in order to play a role in the actual scenario. It
needs to be optimized to be useful in practical scenarios.
When capturing data, there may be more than one protocol
type, the length may be inconsistent, and many protocol

identification methods will be greatly affected. )erefore, to
propose an algorithm to solve the problem of intelligent
inverse analysis of unknown protocols in connection with
practical difficulties is the main research of this paper.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows: the first part
introduces the current state of development and security
issues of IoT technology worldwide, and the second part
presents our work related to the unknown protocol parsing.
)e third part proposes a new protocol format analysis
algorithm. )e fourth part analyzes the performance of the
new algorithm from several aspects and compares it with
other algorithms. )e fifth part concludes the work.

2. Related Work

Most of the existing studies on protocol identification have
been based on content, port, and behavior-based protocol
identification techniques [23]. )e earliest protocol identi-
fication method used is the port number-based protocol
identification technique. Port number-based protocol
identification is well guaranteed in terms of correctness and
efficiency in identifying traditional TCP/IP protocols. )e
algorithm principle of this technique is to use the service
port number of TCP/IP protocol to identify the underlying
protocol, and then compare the identified port number with
the port number issued by IANA (Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority) [24], and find the correspondence
between the port and the protocol by cross-referencing to
know the identified protocol’s type. However, this technique
also has certain defects because the port numbers managed
by IANA are not all static, and some port numbers are
dynamic, and dynamic port numbers can be easily con-
trolled by Trojan horse programs to carry out network at-
tacks and endanger the security of the Internet. With the
continuous development of the Internet, new protocols are
born that tend to use dynamic port numbers and no longer
use IANA to register port numbers, at which time port-based
protocol identification methods are no longer efficient and
accurate. )e reasons for the failure of this technique have
been analyzed in the related literature because the lack of
necessary semantic information and corresponding protocol
specifications for unknown bitstream protocols, not to
mention the unavailability of any information about the
protocol ports, makes the port number-based protocol
analysis technique nowadays not applicable to the field of
reverse identification of unknown protocols for bitstreams.

Multiple sequence comparison techniques in genetics
[25–28] can extract similar segments in DNA, and in the
field of bitstream protocol, reverse identification also re-
quires the extraction of format-specific message segments
from messages; therefore, multiple sequence comparison
techniques can also be applied to protocol format inference,
where researchers infer and analyze message format infor-
mation by extracting variable and immutable fields in
identified messages. Pi, ScriptGen, Discoverer, and Netzob
use bioinformatics-based sequence matching techniques to
determine message similarities and cluster them.)ey, then,
separate messages by identifying common parts between
messages in the same group. )e amount of data has a
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significant impact on the quality of the protocol specifica-
tion, but multiple sequence matching has exponential
complexity because sequence matching algorithms use only
two messages at a time as input [29].

Zhang et al. [30–32] studied and proposed a feature
extraction method combining multipattern matching and
association rules by investigating the bitstream protocol
feature extraction technique to divide the bitstream protocol
multiprotocol data frames into single-protocol data frames.
)e work is done for offline data, which cannot meet the
real-time nature of bitstream data analysis and identifica-
tion. Moreover, although the accuracy of the method is high,
it still takes a long time to run for a large amount of data
centrally and consumes more resources.

Youxiang et al. proposed a semiautomatic protocol in-
verse analysis method based on artificial knowledge [33],
which suggests that sociological engineering and artificial
guessing can be used to obtain a priori knowledge such as
“field semantics,” length, and boundaries in the process of
protocol format identification. )e method first separates
the segments of the message sequence associated with the a
priori knowledge and then uses them as the basis for sub-
sequent format inference, deriving the semantic inference of
the fields using the a priori knowledge and verifying the
results. After experimental validation, it is concluded that
the method can verify the semantics and format of the
obtained fields and improve the accuracy of the initial
clustering, thus greatly improving the accuracy of format
inference for unknown protocols.

Xiao-Li et al. conducted intensive research on existing
protocol recognition techniques [34–37] to enumerate the
algorithms and principles related to pattern matching and
data mining by analyzing their strengths and weaknesses. A
detailed presentation is also provided for the analysis of a
considerable amount of bitstream data using the relevant
theories of data mining to analyze the meaning relationships
in order to find all possible candidate strings. )en, pattern
matching algorithms are used for further analysis.

In addition to sequence comparison techniques, data
mining techniques can also be used to perform inverse
analysis of protocols. Karimov et al. used the Apriori al-
gorithm to extract the keywords and message format of the
protocol. )e Aho-Corasick algorithm was first used for
keyword extraction of protocols [38], followed by the fre-
quent pattern FP-Growth algorithm to extract the format of
messages [39]. Unlike the sequence comparison technique,
the data mining technique takes all messages as input at
once, which directly leads to a large computational cost for
candidate selection. In addition, it is crucial to learn how to
optimize the results to make them intuitive and clear.

3. Protocol Feature Extraction Algorithm

In order to avoid and improve the shortcomings of the
algorithm described in the previous section, OFS, a protocol
feature extraction algorithm based on the idea of the Apriori
algorithm and the idea of composite features of CFI, is
proposed, which is different from the idea of CFI algorithm.
)e previous algorithm tends to iterate to find feature strings

from nothing, while the OFS algorithm tends to find the
range of possible feature strings at one time and then go to
search feature strings within the range. )is chapter will
introduce the idea and steps of the OFS algorithm.

3.1. Algorithm Ideas

3.1.1. Algorithm-Related Definitions. To better illustrate the
algorithm, some definitions are introduced and presented
here.

Definition 1. Minimum support: A reasonable threshold
defined by the user to measure the magnitude of support,
which in a statistical sense represents the minimum standard
of the importance of the data; here, we use Min_sup to
represent it.

Definition 2. Frequent substring: If there are N data frame
messages, these are sequences of bits of length L1, there
exists a substring α of length L2 (L1 > L2), and if substring α
has occurrences inM of theN data frames, the probability of
occurrence of α is P(M/N). If the probability of a substring
occurring is greater than or equal to Min_Sup, then the
string is called a frequent substring:

Seq � α|P(α)≥Min sup . (1)

Definition 3. Minimum frequent substring length: A user-
defined value where the length of a frequent substring is
filtered out if it is less than the length of the least frequent
substring, denoted as Min_sup.

Definition 4. Protocol feature: If frequent substring α ap-
pears frequently at one or more specific locations in the
protocol data frame, it is considered likely that the frequent
substring is a protocol feature of the protocol.

3.1.2. Algorithm Data Initialization. Algorithm data ini-
tialization is a five-step process:

(1) Enter the support threshold Min_sup, traverse the
data set, and record the length of the longest data in
the data set as Min_sup (the length of the longest
data in the data set).

(2) Define a one-dimensional vector Vector and ini-
tialize all elements of it to 0 with Max_len.

(3) Traverse all the data frames in the data set and record
whether the elements of each position of each data
are 0. If the value of the data at a position is 0, let the
value of the one-dimensional vector at the corre-
sponding position of that data be added by 1. For
example, if the i-th position data [i] of a data is equal
to 0, then the value of the one-dimensional vector at
its corresponding position is added by 1, that is,
Vector [i] is added by 1.

(4) )e support of each position is calculated by tra-
versing the vector Vector once. If the position
support sup≥Min_Sup or sup≤ 1 − Min_Sup
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(assumingMin_Sup> 0.5), it means that the position
may exist in a feature string; it is impossible for the
position to exist in a feature string.

After calculating the support for each position, two more
important definitions need to be stated to complement the
data initialization process of the algorithm, Definition 5 and
6.

Definition 5. Bad characters: If the support of a position is
not within the range specified in step (4), the character at
that position is considered to be a bad character and is
denoted as Ci.

Definition 6. Ideal string: )e substring that appears be-
tween two adjacent bad characters in a one-dimensional
vector Vector is called the ideal string. If there is only one
bad character B1 in a certain data frame, the substring from
the beginning of the vector Vector0 all the way to B1
(containing the character at 0 but not at B1) is considered as
the ideal string and similarly from B1 all the way to the end of
the vector Vector is also considered as an ideal string. )e
minimum frequent substring Min_len can be used to filter
part of the ideal string.

(5) After the processing of the above steps, all ideal
strings will be obtained by Vector and the position of
bad characters, and then these ideal string records
are put into a set prun Set (the set of ideal strings).

3.1.3. Data Reprocessing. After the initialization of the al-
gorithm data, we get the data set prun Set after pre-
processing; the data set contains all the possible locations of
the feature string, but the range of the occurrence of each
feature string is too large, which is not convenient enough
for the specific search of the feature string afterwards. Be-
cause this operation of frequency statistics for each position
ignores the continuity of the string, the range obtained is
relatively large, so we use the continuous property of the
string to perform in processing in a good way; the specific
steps are as follows:

(1) Iterate over each data Str (string in the ideal string
set) of the data set prun Set to get the Str length of
each data and use this length to build a one-di-
mensional vector Vector, so that its value is 0.

(2) Reiterate the data set date set (the original data set),
intercept the string date (the string in the original
data set) with the same length and the same position
as Str in the data set, cut Str and date using the length
of the least frequent substring Min_len, and judge
whether they are equal. If they are equal, then the
one-dimensional vector Vector[i] corresponding to
the cut position is added by one; if not equal, there is
no operation.

(3) )en, we refer to steps 3, 4, and 5 of the algorithm
data initialization to obtain the updated prun Set,
and the data processing operation of the algorithm is
completed.

3.2. Algorithm Flow. )e entire flow of the algorithm is
described in Table 1, and Figure 1 shows the algorithm
flowchart.

From Table 1, we can see that the OFS algorithm divides
the data processing into two stages: preprocessing and
reprocessing. Although the data is preprocessed to obtain
the approximate range of the ideal string, only the fixed
position of the ideal string is obtained without using the
continuity of the ideal string, so the range of the ideal string
is very large, which contains a large amount of useless in-
formation. )erefore, the role of data reprocessing at this
time is to use the definition of the minimum frequent
substring length to further reduce the range of the ideal
string obtained by preprocessing, the operation will elimi-
nate a large number of useless information, making the
subsequent data operations much more efficient.

3.2.1. 5e Process of Obtaining the Set of Items. From the
above operation, we can conclude that prun Set is a col-
lection of all ideal strings, so naturally the frequent sub-
strings must also be obtained from the ideal string. Suppose
a certain ideal string is “0010001000010001001001#47”; the
string intercepted from the corresponding position of the
data frame set date set is 0010001001010001001001#47. By
comparison, we can see that the two strings differ only in the
characters of position 56. )e comparison shows that the
two strings differ only in the characters at position 56. Since
this is the case, we can separate the two substrings
“001000100#47” and “010001001001#57” from this data. Put
them into a new set of singleMap (ideal string of substring
collection); all the data frames of the data frame collection
date Set to intercept and compare the separation can get the
ideal string of the substring collection and all the ideal string
to obtain the operation can get all the ideal string of
singleMap.

3.2.2. Removing the Include Operation. After getting the
item set of the ideal string, singleMap belonging to the ideal
string is obtained, and singleMap needs to be removed from
the containment operation. In an ideal string, there are two
substrings: “000010001001#223” and “010001001#226.” Ob-
viously, the substring at position 226 is a true suffix of the
substring 223, and the case becomes a postinclusion. Sim-
ilarly, if a substring is a true prefix of another substring, it is a
preinclusion. If the true prefix of a substring is the true suffix
of another substring, the case is called mutual inclusion.

Postinclusion can cause the number of substrings to be
counted incorrectly, which can lead to missing frequent
substrings. )is is because the counts of them are counted
separately in singleMap. Consider an extreme case where
“00100010110#402” appears in the first 50% of the data
frames of the data Set and “0010110#406” appears in the last
50% of the data frames of the data Set. If Min_sup is 0.7 at
this time, then both substrings cannot be used as frequent
substrings. However, the string “0010110#406” is obviously a
feature string, because it actually appears in 100% of the data.
)erefore, when dealing with such cases, we need to add the
number of times the string “00100010110#402” is in the
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Table 1: Description of OFS algorithm.

Input )e ideal string set of data preprocessing is prun Set; the data frame set is data Set; the minimum support is Min_Sup
Output Frequent item set featureMap
(1) Judge whether prun Set is empty
(2) If it is empty, the algorithm ends; otherwise, the prun Set is reprocessed
(3) Judge whether the prun Set is empty. If it is, the algorithm ends. Otherwise, traverse the prun Set
(4) Traverse each piece of data in the prun Set in the data frame set data Set

(5) From each data frame in the data Set, the strings with the same position and length as the data are intercepted and compared. If
any substring matches successfully, it will be added to singleMap

(6) Whether the data Set traversal is finished. If not, return to step 4. Otherwise, the data in singleMap will be removed and included
(7) Add the data in singleMap to featureMap
(8) Judge whether the traversal of prun Set is finished. If not, return to step 3. Otherwise, filter the support of featureMap
(9) Deduplicate featureMap
(10) In the end, the featureMap is output as the final frequent item set

Start Get initial data Data preprocessing

Data is empty

Initialize the data and
reprocess data to get

the prunSet

PrunSet is null

Traverse the dataSet

PrunSet (i) match
dataSet (i)

Add the new substring to
the singleMap

Add the number of the old
substring by 1

End of dataSet traversal

PrunSet remove the
inclusion operation

Add prunSet to
featureMap

End of dataSet
traversal

Support filtering for
featureMap

De-duplicate for
featureMap

End

Traverse the prunSet

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Figure 1: Alerts filter and identification model.
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singleMap to the string “0010110#406”, so that the statistics
are complete. Similarly, for postinclusion, the number of
times the longer substring is in the singleMap should be
added to the other substring. For mutual inclusion, we need
to intercept the mutual inclusion part of two strings plus
position information to form a new substring and add the
number of times both are in the singleMap to the new
substring.

Before handling these three cases, the singleMap is
copied to tmp SingleMap (a collection of substrings of the
temporary ideal string), and either adding times or adding
new strings is done in tmp SingleMap, so the singleMap
needs to be updated after processing.

3.2.3. Get Frequent Substrings. After all ideal strings in the
prun Set are subjected to item set acquisition and inclusion
removal operations, each substring and corresponding
count in the respective singleMap of each ideal string is
added to the featureMap (feature string set).

)en, the support is calculated for each substring in
singleMap, and all substrings with support less than
Min_Sup are deleted.

For example, consider a case where both the string
“00001110100110#153” and the string “01110100110#153”
have support greater than the minimum support. Neither of
them will be removed, but it is obvious that for strings in the
same position, only the longer ones should be left.

At this point, the final set of frequent items of data Set, a
collection of data frames, has been obtained.

)e association rule generation, however, still follows the
association rule analysis method of the Apriori algorithm.

3.3. Algorithm Evaluation. Evaluating the merits of an al-
gorithm requires several perspectives. )e most common
means is to calculate the time complexity and space com-
plexity of the algorithm.

3.3.1. Time Complexity. Suppose the data Set has n data
frames and the average length of the data frames is m. )en,
first iterate through the data Set to initialize the vector
Vector with O(mn) time complexity. )e time complexity is
O(m) to obtain the ideal string set prun Set by Vector. )en,
the length of all the ideal strings in prun Set does not exceed
m. For each ideal string of prun Set to compare with dataSet
and get substrings, the time complexity of this operation is
O(mn). Overall, the final time complexity of the algorithm is
O(mn).)is also shows the superiority of the new algorithm.

3.3.2. Spatial Complexity. Assuming that the average length
of data frame is m, the one-dimensional vector Vector is
initialized with Max_len, and the length of Max_len is taken
as the average length m, so the one-dimensional vector
Vector has m elements, all operations are based on the
Vector obtained from the initial data preprocessing work,
and the subsequent data reprocessing operations are all for
the ideal string cross-matching work. )erefore, the space of

all operations after data preprocessing does not exceed the
Vector, so the space complexity of the algorithm is O(m).

4. Analysis of Experimental Results

)e content focuses on testing the OFS algorithm to ensure
the correctness of the algorithm. And the OFS algorithm is
compared with the CFI algorithm to derive the correctness
and superiority of the optimization direction of the OFS
algorithm.

4.1. Support and Coverage Testing. )is step focuses on
testing the algorithm by two means. )e first one is the
extraction of frequent substrings from the OFS algorithm
using the set of data frames, and then the extraction results
are taken out for separate check counts, thus testing the
correctness of the OFS algorithm for extracting frequent
substrings in terms of support counts. In the second test, the
OFS algorithm is compared with the CFI algorithm
implemented to extract frequent substrings from the same
set of data frames, and the results of the two algorithms are
compared to see if the frequent item sets of the two algo-
rithms are the same in number and correspond to each
other.)is further tests the correctness of the OFS algorithm
in terms of the range and support of the extracted frequent
substrings.

As shown in Table 2, the data shows the comparison of
the frequent item set extraction results for DNS protocols
using the two matching methods, and it is obvious from the
corresponding entries that the algorithm results are con-
sistent with the test results of the brute force method.

As shown in Table 3, the data shows the comparison of
the frequent item set extraction results for the HTTP pro-
tocol using the two methods, and it is obvious from the
corresponding entries that the algorithm results are con-
sistent with the test results of the brute force method.

)e test results from the comparison of the two sets of
tables show that the OFS algorithm has the same results as
after the brute force search. )is indicates that the OFS
algorithm possesses some correctness in counting the
support of frequent substrings.

As shown in Table 4, the data shows the comparison of
frequent item set extraction results for both protocols using
the CFI algorithm; it can be seen that using the same data for
CFI algorithm testing, the OFS algorithm and CFI algorithm
extract the exact same frequent item set under the same
condition of the data frame set, which shows that the
coverage of OFS algorithm in terms of frequent substring
acquisition is comprehensive and once again correct in
terms of support counting.

4.2. Algorithm Time Comparison Analysis. We try to dem-
onstrate whether the OFS algorithm has an advantage over
the CFI algorithm in terms of recognition speed by com-
paring the time used for feature extraction using both OFS
and CFI algorithms for seven different data frames. )ese
seven data frames are the data sets of seven common
communication protocols.)e size of the ICMP protocol file
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is 800 kB, QICQ protocol file is 20015 kB, DNS protocol file
is 9264 kB, and SSDP protocol file is 6889 kB. )e specific
size of each protocol and the running time of both algo-
rithms are detailed in Tables 5 and 6. All seven protocol data
sets are intercepted by Wireshark and both algorithms are
performed in conducted in CodeBlocks, and the runtimes
are derived from the execution times of the console
programs.

As shown in Table 6, we can see that the OFS algorithm
has a significant advantage in speed compared to the CFI
algorithm, but the CFI algorithm in the SSDP protocol file
has a recognition time of 2095.6 s and combined with the
overall data in Table 6 to compare, it is clear that the CFI
algorithm for the SSDP protocol has too long a recognition
time, so this time is defined as bad data. )e running time of
the two groups of algorithms is compared as a line graph,

and the difference between the two can be seen more clearly.
)is is shown in Figure 2.

4.3. Algorithm Accuracy Comparison Analysis. Figure 3
shows the comparison results of the three algorithms for
different protocols after the accuracy test, respectively. We
know from Section 4.2 that the running time of the OFS
algorithm is greatly shortened compared to the CFI algo-
rithm, but it can be seen from Figure 3 that the accuracy of
the OFS algorithm is still close to the CFI algorithm, so it can
be seen that the OFS algorithm has a considerable advantage
when performing unknown protocol analysis.

Figures 4 and 5 show the experimental plots comparing
the F1 values and accuracy of the OFS algorithm with the
Relim algorithm and the FP growth algorithm.

Table 2: DNS protocol frequent item set results comparison.

Matching program Frequent item set Quantity (pieces)

OFS algorithm matching search results

0000000000000000#160 24335
00000000000000000#398 17248

000000000000000000000#416 19914
0000000000000000000000000000000000000#399 18847
00000000000000000000000000000000000000#361 19084

00001000100#183 19580
00010001000#184 17182
0100000000#302 17565

0100001000000000000100010100000000000000000#94 19603
1000000000#303 18269

Violent match search results

0000000000000000#160 24335
00000000000000000#398 17248

000000000000000000000#416 19914
0000000000000000000000000000000000000#399 18847
00000000000000000000000000000000000000#361 19084

00001000100#183 19580
00010001000#184 17182
0100000000#302 17565

0100001000000000000100010100000000000000000#94 19603
1000000000#303 18269

Table 3: HTTP protocol frequent item set results comparison.

Matching program Frequent item set Quantity (pieces)

OFS algorithm matching search results

0000000000000000#160 24335
000000000#381 11511

00000000000000000#416 10701
00000000000000001#162 9725

000001100#184 10135
000010100110011000001011011110000000000#240 10177

01000000000000000#160 10239
01010000000#368 13688

Violent match search results

0000000000000000#160 24335
000000000#381 11511

00000000000000000#416 10701
00000000000000001#162 9725

000001100#184 10135
000010100110011000001011011110000000000#240 10177

01000000000000000#160 10239
01010000000#368 13688
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Table 5: Protocol data set details.

Protocol type Total number of data frames (pieces) Total data frame size (kB)
SSDP protocol 11687 6889
QICQ protocol 47812 20015
SSDP protocol 1705 800
ICMP2 protocol 9056 40642
HTTP protocol 9056 43337
HTTP2 protocol 9651 4337
DNS protocol 24340 9364
Training set 125117 126978

Table 6: OFS algorithm and CFI algorithm running time comparison.

File size (kB) 6889 20015 800 6031 40632 43337 9264
CFI algorithm time (s) 2095.6 391.7 9.2 160.2 502.6 5730.4 77.0
OFS algorithm time (s) 0.5 3.7 0.4 1.2 15.9 17.8 1.6

800 6031 9264
File size (kB)

20015 40642 43337
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CFI run time (s)
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Figure 2: Algorithm running timeline comparison chart.

Table 4: DNS protocol and HTTP protocol frequent item set extraction result table.

Matching program Frequent item set Quantity (pieces)

DNS protocol

0000000000000000#160 24335
00000000000000000#398 17248

000000000000000000000#416 19914
0000000000000000000000000000000000000#399 18847
00000000000000000000000000000000000000#361 19084

00001000100#183 19580
00010001000#184 17182
0100000000#302 17565

0100001000000000000100010100000000000000000#94 19603
1000000000#303 18269

HTTP protocol

0000000000000000#160 24335
000000000#381 11511

00000000000000000#416 10701
00000000000000001#162 9725

000001100#184 10135
000010100110011000001011011110000000000#240 10177

01000000000000000#160 10239
01010000000#368 13688
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As can be seen from the accuracy comparison plot in
Figure 4, the OFS algorithm is more stable than the other al-
gorithms. From the F1 value comparison plot in Figure 5, it can
be seen that theOFS algorithmhas a slightly higher performance
evaluation than the FP growth algorithm and the REIM algo-
rithm, which is about 4% higher than the FP growth algorithm.

4.4. Support and Similarity Tests. )e OFS algorithm is
embedded into an unknown protocol syntax inverse analysis
system to detect the effect of the size of support on the
number and length of feature strings in a protocol by
performing feature extraction tests with different support
degrees on a set of protocol data sets by the OFS
algorithm.

Table 7 shows the details of the feature strings obtained
after feature extraction by the OFS algorithm for the same
ARP protocol data set with support degrees of 0.6, 0.7, and
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Figure 4: Accuracy comparison bar chart of the algorithm.
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Table 7: Comparison of feature extraction of the OFS algorithm
with different support degrees.

Support leve Feature string

0.6

11111111#10.∗∗∗6814
0100001010011001100#222.∗∗∗10802

00000000#258.∗∗∗6814
0100001010011001100#302.∗∗∗8627

0.7 0100001010011001100#222.∗∗∗10802
0100001010011001100#302.∗∗∗8627

0.8 0100001010011001100#222.∗∗∗10802
00001010011001100#304.∗∗∗10802

Table 8: Similarity comparison of 10 ARP protocol data frames
with different support degrees.

Protocol type Similarity
ARP (0.6) 4.4
ARP (0.7) 6.67
ARP (0.8) 7

Table 9: Similarity comparison of 100 ARP protocol data frames
with different support degrees.

Protocol type Similarity
ARP (0.6) 32.8
ARP (0.7) 45.33
ARP (0.8) 50

Table 10: Similarity comparison of 1000 ARP protocol data frames
with different support degrees.

Protocol type Similarity
ARP (0.6) 412.8
ARP (0.7) 556
ARP (0.8) 622
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0.8, respectively. From Tables 7, it can be seen that when
the support degree is 0.6, the protocol syntax inverse
analysis system extracts 4 feature strings after feature
extraction, and when the support degree is 0.7 and 0.8, the
system can only extract 2 feature strings, and the feature
strings at the support degree of 0.8 are shorter than those
at the support degree of 0.7. )erefore, it can be concluded
that the number of feature strings will gradually decrease
as the support degree increases, and the length of the
feature strings will also become shorter. )erefore, it can
be concluded that the number of feature strings decreases
as the support increases and the length of the feature
strings becomes shorter, which proves that the core idea of
the OFS algorithm is correct and can yield the expected
results.

Tables 8–10 show that the corresponding feature strings
are extracted by the OFS algorithm with different support
degrees and then used to identify and match the protocols to

obtain the matching similarity. In Tables 8–10, 10, 100, and
1000 data frames are randomly selected from 10802 data
frames of the ARP protocol data set for similarity testing,
and the results are shown in Tables 8–10. )is also proves
that the core idea of the OFS algorithm is correct and can
achieve the expected results.

5. Experimental Development Configuration

)e operation of the OFS algorithm relies on the Unknown
Bitstream Protocol Intelligent Reverse Analysis System to
implement the system, which has integrated features
including piecewise import and export, protocol analysis,
known protocol libraries, and some other essential
modules. Data import and export include opening MAT
format files, opening binary TXT files, opening Wireshark
files, saving MAT format files, and exporting PNG format
files.

0
20
40
60

100

176 352 528 704 880 1056 1232 1408 1584 1760

Figure 7: String color marker export chart.

Figure 6: System main interface diagram.
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5.1. Development Environment. )e prototype system de-
velopment and implementation environment for intelligent
reverse analysis of BitTorrent protocol syntax is configured
as follows:

Operating system: Windows 10 Inter(R) Core(TM)
CPU 64-bit operating system.
Memory: 16.0 GB
Debugging environment: Microsoft Visual Studio 2019.
Development language: C# language.
Protocol analysis tool: Wireshark.

5.2. Data Source. )e experimental data set source of this
system is divided into two main parts. )e first part is the
real-time data frames captured using the Wireshark tool,
and the data frames are classified and saved in pcap format
and TXT text format.

5.3. System Experiment Interface. )e main interface of the
system is shown in Figure 6, and its foreground display is an
Excel-like display control.

)e feature mining function of the system relies on the
core idea of the OFS algorithm.)e system first converts the
hexadecimal strings of the protocol data set into binary
strings and then displays them in the main interface, and
then the feature mining module calls the OFS algorithm
embedded in it to read the feature strings of the protocol
data set and introduces the classical association rule mining
algorithm to analyze the relationship between items in the
frequent item analysis results. )e frequent substrings with
the lowest recognition rate are removed. Finally, the more
discriminative results are stored in the protocol feature
library.

)e protocol identification module mainly includes two
parts: protocol type determination and marking protocol
features. Protocol type determination mainly relies on the
protocol features generated by feature mining. When
matching, the system compares the selected protocol data set
with the features of each protocol in the feature library,
calculates the similarity based on the number of features that
can be matched to each protocol, and outputs the protocol
types that satisfy the threshold value.

In the protocol type determination result, select the
protocol type you want to view, and you can color the se-
lected data set with the protocol feature marker so that you
can view different protocol feature distributions according to
different types. For example, after marking all “1111” strings
in the file and exporting to PNG, the result is shown in
Figure 7.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the security risks of network
communication in today’s high-speed development of IoT
technology and propose a reverse analysis method for pro-
tocol feature extraction and identification, which first extracts
the feature strings from the protocol data frames and deposits

them in the protocol library, mainly for the purpose of
matching with the new unknown data. )e main purpose of
this method is to compare and match with the new unknown
data frames to identify the true identity of the unknown
protocol and to achieve the purpose of maintaining the se-
curity of communication between IoTdevices. )e method is
named the OFS algorithm, which is born by improving the
existing Apriori algorithm and combining it with the idea of
finding feature strings in the CFI algorithm. Combining the
advantages of previous algorithms, the OFS algorithm can
extract the frequent items set in the protocol data set more
efficiently. Experimental results show that the OFS algorithm
has a good improvement in the accuracy and speed of
protocol identification and greatly improves the efficiency of
the algorithm based on the original CFI algorithm, which has
a good effect in the field of reverse identification of protocols.
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